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5.5.1

NUCOR VR16 II™ VERTICAL RIB STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEM
The Nucor VR16 II™ vertical rib standing seam roof system panel is available as a
component of one of Nucor Building Systems’ Standard Roof Systems.
Nucor Building Systems offers two clip types, a Short Sliding clip and a Tall Sliding clip,
based on the amount of insulation required on the roof.
The Short Sliding clip has a 1/2” standoff and allows a maximum of 4” insulation.
The Tall Sliding clip has a 1 1/2” standoff and allows a maximum of 6” insulation.
Information about the available panel and seaming options, panel properties,
performance and testing information, and much more is available at the Nucor Building
Systems website at the below link.
Nucor VR16 II™ Vertical Rib Standing Seam Roof Panel
The following pages outline the span capacities as well as provide Nucor standard
details for this roof system.
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NUCOR VR16 II™ PROPERTY AND SPAN TABLES
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5.5.4

STANDARD DETAILS
ED3010PE - GUTTER









Standard gutter bracket spacing is 32”, 16” available.
Gutter brackets match roof color unless specified otherwise.
Tube sealant is the critical weather-tightness detail.
Standard roll-formed roofline trim used. Same as other roof panels.
Panel overhang dimension will increase above 4:12 roof slope.
Gutter extension trim available to hide inside wash-coat of gutter if necessary. See next page.
No cinch strap is used at the eave.
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5.5.5

ED3005PE - GUTTER EXTENSION TRIM









This is an optional piece. Can be used on any slope, but recommended above 2:12.
Gutter extension trim is flush with the top of the roof panel, and matches the gutter color.
The mastic between the gutter and the extension trim is used for ease of installation. Place
the tape mastic on the gutter extension trim, press it on the gutter and both pieces can be
installed at the same time. Pop rivets can be used to hold the pieces together also, if desired.
Hides the inside wash-coat of the gutter.
Hides the end of the panel.
Helps gain gutter capacity back from the gutter being on slope.
The ends of the gutter are the overflow system.
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5.5.6

EB3010PE - SIMPLE EAVE





Same detail as our other roof types.
There are no holes in the end of the panel.
No cinch strap is used at the eave.
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5.5.7

ER3010PE - EAVE KNUCKLE







Inside and Outside Knuckle trims are standard NBS parts.
All panel work is done in the field.
Gutter not allowed with use of the eave knuckle.
Eave plate may or may not be necessary with use of the eave knuckle.
The VR16 II-360 seam is not available with an Eave Knuckle.
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5.5.8

EH3006PE - HIGH EAVE SCULPTURED






The high eave sculptured trim is a new part specific for NUCOR VR16 II™. It has a 1” step so
that the top of the trim lines up with the top of the rake trim.
The ridge closure zee is made from 16 gage galvanized material. On painted roofs, a 26 gage
roof color cover flash is provided.
The ridge closure zee is provided 15’-2” lengths.
Self-drilling screws are used to attach the ridge closure zee to the roof panel.
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EI3010PE - HIGH EAVE PARAPET






The high eave parapet trim is a new part specific for NUCOR VR16 II™. We modified the
height of the step in the trim so that the top of the parapet trim lines up with the top of the rake
trim.
The ridge closure zee is made from 16 gage galvanized material. On painted roofs, a 26 gage
roof color cover flash is provided.
The ridge closure zee is provided 15’-2” lengths.
Self-drilling screws are used to attach the ridge closure zee to the roof panel.
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5.5.10

EG3050PE - STANDARD RIDGE






This is similar to the CFR ridge cap. It is required at roof slopes less than 4:12 and panel runs
greater than 35’. We need this trim to allow for the thermal expansion and contraction of the
roof panel. A low profile ridge cap is also available. See the next page for specifics.
The ridge closure zee is made from 16 gage galvanized material. On painted roofs, a 26 gage
roof color cover flash is provided.
The ridge closure zee is provided 15’-2” lengths.
Self-drilling screws are used to attach the ridge closure zee to the roof panel.
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EG3250PE - LOW PROFILE RIDGE






This is only allowed at roof panel runs less than 35’ and roof slope of 4:12 and steeper. The
step in the trim is 1” so that it lines up with the top of the rake trim.
The ridge closure zee is made from 16 gage galvanized material. On painted roofs, a 26 gage
roof color cover flash is provided.
The ridge closure zee is provided 15’-2” lengths.
Self-drilling screws are used to attach the ridge closure zee to the roof panel.
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EG2100PE - FIELD FABRICATED METAL PEAK BOX








The customer has the option of purchasing the metal peak boxes or field fabricating a metal
peak box out of a piece of standard rake trim.
The standard metal peak boxes work up through 6:12 roof slope, and only available in white.
The standard CAD detail for the field fabricated metal peak box shows a lot more information
on how to fabricate this.
The metal peak box, as shown in the detail, allows the rake trim to slide as it is designed to.
Field mitering the rake trim together at the peak with sliding clips is not recommended.
It takes anywhere from 30-60 minutes to field fabricate one of these metal beak boxes.
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5.5.13

EA3021PE - END LAP









Striated Panels are the only panel option on buildings with endlaps. No Pencil Rib panel.
The panel cantilever dimensions at the end lap are the same as the CFR panel.
Five self-drilling screws are used. The panels are not pre-punched.
No cinch strap is used at the end lap.
Pre-cut tape mastic and butyl tube caulk are used at the panel splice.
The lap stiffener is made from 16 gage pre-painted steel. There is one lap stiffener per panel.
As a standard, swaging of the upper panel is required.
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5.5.14

EP3021PE - HIP – STANDARD






This hip flash will be used at longer roof runs where there are more concerns about thermal
expansion and contraction.
The ridge closure zee is made from 16 gage galvanized material. On painted roofs, a 26 gage
roof color cover flash is provided.
The ridge closure zee is provided 15’-2” lengths.
Self-drilling screws are used to attach the ridge closure zee to the roof panel.
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5.5.15

EP3040PE - VALLEY




Again, this is basically the same as CFR, but simpler.
Minimum 1/2:12 roof sloped required for valley.
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